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Abstract
Imaging the single molecules is always challenging under the diverse microscopes, but highly demanded
for investigating the intermolecular interactions at the molecular level1-6. The van der Waals (vdW)
interactions at sub-nanometer scale will deeply in uence various molecular behaviors under the
con nement conditions7-11. Here, inspired by the traditional compass12, we introduce a classical
strategy using a vertical para-xylene (PX) molecule as a rotating pointer to detect the vdW potential eld
in a MFI straight channel. Based on the integrated differential phase contrast scanning transmission
electron microscopy (iDPC-STEM)13-17, we achieve the real-space imaging of single PX molecule pointer
in each channel with a certain orientation. The solid relation between the pointer orientation and atomic
channel structure in this vdW compass is established by combining the calculations and imaging results.
Thus, these PX orientations help us identify the varied vdW potential eld related to the channel geometry
both in the spatial and temporal dimensions. This work not only provides a visible and sensitive pointer
to investigate the host-guest vdW interactions in porous materials at the molecular level, but also
promotes the further imaging and study of other single-molecule behaviors by the iDPC-STEM.

Main Text
Compass, one of the most ancient arti cial tools recorded both in Chinese and western historical
materials12, has played an important role in the process of human development and exploration. In a
normal compass, a magnetized pointer could orient itself roughly north-south showing the pole direction
of geomagnetic eld, which may be the earliest principle used to measure the distribution of
electromagnetic eld. Over decades, it is still challenging to achieve the detection of smaller-scale
interactions between atoms and molecules under the guidance of such classical principles. The van der

Waals (vdW) interactions, between the neutral and polarizable atoms, molecules or particles, are
ubiquitous in various physical, chemical and biological processes across different scales18,19. However,
the direct measurements of vdW force usually involved various sophisticated nanotechniques20-22
di cult to be extended to more complex multi-atoms systems. For example, the vdW potentials in
nanoscale channels determine various physical and chemical behaviors of con ned molecules, such as
sorption, transport, catalysis and phase transition7-11, but they are still a great challenge to investigate at
the single-molecule level with current methods. Analogous to the principle of traditional compass, we can
introduce a rotating molecular pointer with the de ned direction marks into the channels. And, the
orientations of rotating pointers will reveal the spatial vdW potentials in the surrounding circumstances, if
they can be precisely identi ed.
Directly observing the molecular con gurations helps us better understand the interactions at the atomic
scale1-6. And, in the compass-analogy strategy for detecting the vdW potentials, the single-molecule
imaging of compass construction is also highly demanded to identify the exact pointer orientations.
However, it still requires very advanced imaging techniques to ‘see’ the real single molecules, especially
the small organic molecules, due to the its high instability and sensitivity to electrons. Recently, an
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emergent imaging mode, the integrated differential phase contrast (iDPC) scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM)13-15, brings us new possibility to observe small organic molecules. The iDPC-STEM
has been proved to be an e cient tool for imaging the beam-sensitive materials with ultra-high resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio, and the contrasts of light elements are enhanced in the iDPC-STEM images16,17.
These advantages allow the iDPC-STEM to be considered as an e cient tool to image and investigate the
single-molecule behaviors in the real-space.
In this work, we establish a nanoscale vdW compass with single para-xylene (PX) molecule as a pointer
con ned in the straight channels of quasi-2D MFI-type frameworks23,24. According to the orientations of
the rotating PX pointers, we can identify the vdW interactions between the PXs and surrounding Si/O
atoms. And, using the Cs-corrected iDPC-STEM, we image not only the atomic structures of the MFI-type
channels but also the single PX molecule in each channel with ultimate resolution. We nd the imaged
orientation of PX pointer is closely related to the channel geometry and the corresponding vdW potential
eld in each channel. Then, we observe the rotation of PX pointer in response to the channel
deformations both in the spatial and temporal dimensions. These results provide a compass-inspired
strategy to detect the vdW interactions under the con nement of nanochannels using a rotating pointer,
which will help us investigate various single-molecule behaviors in the sorption, transport, catalysis and
phase transition.
The MFI-type framework owns a cross-linked channel system consisting of straight and sinusoidal
channels, which can be imaged from the [010] and [100] projections respectively (Fig. S1 and S2).
Inspired by the reconstruction of traditional compass in Fig. 1a, we used the single PX molecule as a
rotating pointer and the Si10/O10 ring of MFI straight channel as direction marks to construct our vdW
compass in Fig. 1b and c. The elliptical Si10/O10 ring is numbered to indicate 20 discrete directions about
18° apart. And, such straight channel (with the size of ~5.6×5.3 Å) can just contain only one C6-ring (with
the kinetic diameter of ~5.8 Å) as a size-matched pointer. Based on the previous adsorption studies in
MFI-type zeolites25-31, monocyclic aromatics can be stably con ned at the intersections of the straight
and sinusoidal channels, and their long molecular axes are nearly parallel to the straight channel (b-axis
of MFI framework). Then, the aromatic pointer will show an energetically preferred orientation due to the
vdW interaction with surrounding Si/O atoms, and rotate with the change of channel geometry to detect
the different vdW potential elds inside the channels as it does in a traditional compass.
The quasi-2D MFI-type zeolites we used in this work are derived from the short-b-axis ZSM-5 (a typical
MFI-type zeolite) nanocrystals16 (Fig. S3). In Fig. 1d, the annular dark eld (ADF) STEM image from the
[010] projection shows the shape of short-b-axis ZSM-5 with a smooth (010) surface. After etched by the
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), the ZSM-5 nanocrystals own a hollow shape with very thin (quasi-2D) areas
as shown in Fig. 1e and Fig. S4. The corresponding intensity pro le in Fig. 1f indicates the different
contrasts due to a wide range of thicknesses. The pristine ZSM-5 crystals (thick areas) are uniformly 3050 nm thick, while the etched parts (thin area) are estimated to show a thickness less than 5 nm. From
the lateral view (the [100] projection), the ADF-STEM image and pro le analysis in Fig. 1g and h indicate
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the thickness of the thinnest areas in the etched ZSM-5 can be reduced to 2~3 nm, which is nearly the
thickness of single unit cell in the b-axis direction. And, in the magni ed image (Fig. 1i), we obtain the
lateral view of the quasi-2D ZSM-5 lattice, where each straight channel has complete intersection with
only one sinusoidal channel as a stable adsorption site of PX molecule. These results con rm that the
quasi-2D ZSM-5 area for the single-molecule imaging is successfully built by this etching method. Then,
at this quasi-2D area, the iDPC-STEM helps us resolve the atomic structure of MFI-type framework from
the [010] projection. As shown in Fig. 1j, the projected positions of Si atoms and the arrangement of
empty straight channels can be clearly displayed, which are highly consistent with the inset structural
model.
Then, PX molecules were adsorbed into the straight channels of ZSM-5 directly from the PX liquid phase
as the pointers of vdW compass. And, we imaged an etched ZSM-5 crystal adsorbing PXs, the shape and
thickness of which are shown in the ADF-STEM image and corresponding intensity pro le in Fig. 2a and
b. Fig. 2c and d are the iDPC-STEM image and the intensity pro le of the thick area (marked by the blue
frame), while Fig. 2e and f are those of the thin area (marked by the cyan frame). After the PX lling, we
can clearly observe the oriented spindle-shaped spots in these channels compared to the empty ZSM-5
framework in Fig. 1j. And, their orientations (more obvious in the thick area) can be directly identi ed in
the iDPC-STEM images, which are required for detecting the interactions in the vdW compass. In the
pro les in Fig. 2d and f, we normalized the intensities from 0 to 1 to quantitatively compare these pro les
in different images. And, the black dash line is the normalized pro le of the empty channels, and the red
line is the normalized pro le of the PX- lling channels. The adsorbed PX molecules can be expressed by
the small peaks in the valleys of empty channels.
Moreover, the intensity pro les of the thick and thin areas are a little different. In the thick area, the PX
spots in channels represent the arrays of PX columns, not the single molecules. Thus, the number of PX
molecules in each channel is naturally varied when the PX adsorption isn’t saturated. As we observed in
Fig. 2d, the intensities of PX peaks, which are related to the numbers of PX molecules in channels, are
varied as marked by a wide red band. However, in the intensity pro le of the thin area in Fig. 2f, the
intensities of PX peaks keep constant in these channels, since there will be only one intersection site for
the PX adsorption within 2 nm thickness. Furthermore, we calculated the projected electrostatic potentials
as the simulated image from the [010] projection (Fig. 2g). The simulation is conducted using the
structural model with one PX molecule in single unit cell and based on the same parameters with the
iDPC-STEM imaging. And, in Fig. 2f, the blue dash line is the normalized intensity pro le of the simulated
image. We nd that the intensities of the PX peaks in the iDPC-STEM and simulated images are highly
consistent. These results also con rmed, in another way, that the thickness of the etched ZSM-5 crystal
was reduced to about 2 nm and we have imaged the single PX molecule in each channel.
To further study the relation between the PX orientations and host-guest interactions, we detailedly
checked the magni ed iDPC-STEM images of individual channels with different PX orientations. Fig. 3a
shows the iDPC-STEM image of an empty ZSM-5 channel. After the PX lling, there is a spindle-shaped
spot indicating a vertical PX molecule which appears in the dark channel as shown in Fig. 3b. The red
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arrow shows the orientation of PX molecule, which points to the O-2 direction as de ned in Fig. 1c. In this
image, we can identify the exact positions of ten Si atoms around the channel as marked by the blue
dots. More accurately, we used the intensity pro les to measure the projected distances of opposite Si
atoms in Fig. S5 and Table S1. Then, we xed the positions of Si atoms (the distances of opposite Si
atoms) and optimized the structure of single MFI unit cell. And, we calculated the energetically preferred
con guration in this unit cell based on the density functional theory (DFT) method. Fig. 3c gives the
channel geometry and PX con guration with the most optimal energy corresponding to Fig. 3b. The PX
pointer in this vdW compass points out the vdW potential eld from by the surrounding atoms along the
O-2/O-7 direction.
Moreover, in Fig. 3d-f, the iDPC-STEM images show other three PX orientations in different MFI channels.
We did the same image processing and structural optimization based on the channels in these images,
and then, calculated the theoretical con gurations of inside PX pointers as shown in Fig. S6. It is obvious
that the channel geometry is totally different in each channel. And, these calculated results are all highly
consistent with the imaging results, where the PX pointers point to the Si-1, Si-2 and O-3 in Fig. 3d-f
respectively. Meanwhile, we also calculated the energies of PX molecules with different orientations in the
channel models obtained from these four images. In each channel model, we rotated the PX molecules so
that it pointed to the atoms O-1, Si-1, O-2, Si-2, O-3 and Si-3 respectively. The results are summarized in
Fig. 3g, and the imaged orientation indeed shows the lowest energy as we expected. The energy
difference between the adjacent PX orientations is about 0.04-0.12 eV. Based on the Boltzmann
distribution laws, the most stable con guration occurs with about 5-100 times probability of the adjacent
ones in the dwell time of probe scanning (16 μs), which, thus, can be nally re ected in the images. These
calculations reveal that the imaged orientation of PX pointer is closely related to the channel geometry
and the corresponding vdW potential eld inside the channels. That is, we rstly noticed the aperiodicity
in the ZSM-5 framework by the real-space iDPC-STEM imaging with the atomic resolution, which leads to
the varied host-guest vdW interaction in each channel. Such different vdW interactions, especially their
directions, can be directly detected by the imaged (most probable) orientations of every PX pointers
analogous to the principle of traditional compass.
The above analysis of single iDPC-STEM image reveals the spatial distribution of vdW potential eld in
each channel on the 2D [010] projection. Next, we continuously took several images of the same region to
study the varied orientations of PX pointer in temporal dimension. Fortunately, we clearly captured the
single-molecule orientation changing in a same channel from these continuous images (Fig. 4a-f and Fig.
S7). Due to the time-consuming probe scanning and image integration processes of iDPC-STEM, the time
interval for these images is about 1-2 minutes. The changes in this time scale do not result from the
thermal vibrations of the framework and molecules, but the shift of equilibrium con guration due to the
changing channel geometry. As shown in Fig. S8, the pro le analysis reveals that this channel was clearly
deformed when continuously imaged. Based on the mechanism of electron beam damagexx, the
framework deformation may be induced by the locally accumulated charging and heating under a longtime irradiation. Then, in Fig. 4g, the red data points indicate the change of PX orientation, while the blue
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data points provide the distances between the opposite atoms Si-1 and Si-6 in these images, which are
the most volatile data in Fig. S8. We nd that the trends of these two sets of data points are highly
consistent. That is, the PX orientation changes in response to the channel deformation and points out the
resulting change of vdW potential eld in this channel. These results accord with the conclusion about
the relation between the channel geometry and pointer orientation we derived from Fig. 3. And, the
imaged rotation of PX pointer further prove the availability of using compass-analogy strategy to realtime detect the time-variant channel geometry and corresponding vdW potential eld inside.
In summary, the unique structure of a single-molecule vdW compass, consisting of a MFI-type straight
channel and a PX pointer inside, can be directly resolved by the iDPC-STEM. Especially, the con guration
of single PX molecule can be identi ed in the iDPC-STEM images to detect the host-guest vdW
interactions in the MFI-type frameworks. That is, we directly ‘see’ the orientations of PX pointers in these
channels, making the strategy based on the single-molecule vdW compass possible to be applied to the
detection of molecular interactions in a con ned space. For example, the PX pointer provides both the
spatial distribution and the real-time change of the vdW potential eld in each channel, proving the
availability of this strategy in the PX/ZSM-5 system. Moreover, achieving the single-molecule imaging
under various microscopes is always a milestone in the nanotechnology and molecular science. The
iDPC-STEM help us real-space image single organic molecules in porous materials for the rst time. And
other organic molecules, such as homologues of aromatics, can also be con ned and imaged in MFI and
other size-matching porous frameworks. Thus, this work may provide a general method to investigate the
host-guest interactions in a series of organic/inorganic systems by direct imaging, which have attracted
wide research interests in the sorption and catalysis, however, di cult to be studied at the molecular level.
Such progress on the imaging technique will promote the further study on the physical and chemical
properties of guest molecules, and bring new insights into diverse single-molecule behaviors.

Methods
Synthesis of quasi-2D ZSM-5 crystals
First, the short-b-axis ZSM-5 crystals we used were synthesized via a hydrothermal method. The
tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH) was used as the template. The silicon source was the
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), and the aluminum source was the Al(NO3)3•9H2O. In a typical synthesis,
13.1 g TPAOH, 11.2 g TEOS, 2.0 g urea, 0.3 g Al(NO3)3·9H2O, 0.1 g NaOH and 0.1 g iso-propanol (IPA)
were added into 18.4 g H2O under stirring. After being stirred for 1-2 h at room temperature, the gel was
transferred into a Te on-lined autoclave for temperature-programming crystallization. The crystallization
temperature was heated from room temperature to 180 °C with a rate of 15 °C/h, and then hold on for 48
h. Subsequently, the crystallization was quenched by cold water. The product was ltered, washed, dried
at 110 °C in air, then calcined at 550 ℃ for 5 h to remove the remaining organic template.
Then, the obtained Na-ZSM-5 were further etched by 1 M Na2CO3 solution at 80 °C for 24 h. In this step,
the hollow shapes of some ZSM-5 crystals are formed showing the quasi-2D areas with near single-unitPage 6/15

cell thickness due to the dissolution of silica. The resulting crystals were separated by ltration and
washed for three times, subsequently dried at 110 °C in air. Finally, the obtained sample was converted
into the H-ZSM-5 by three ion exchanges with 1 M NH4NO3 solution and subsequent calcination in air at
550 °C for 5 h.
Filling PX in ZSM-5 framework
PX molecules were absorbed into ZSM-5 straight channels directly from the liquid phase. Some ZSM-5
powder and pure PX liquid were added into a 1-mL centrifuge tube. The ZSM-5 crystals were dispersed in
PX liquid using ultrasound for 30 min. The centrifuge tube was stored for a period of time to fully diffuse
the PX molecules into the ZSM-5 frameworks. And before the STEM observations, the specimens were
dispersed using ultrasound for another 30 min to image the separated ZSM-5 crystals.
The iDPC-STEM imaging
The iDPC-STEM and ADF-STEM observations were performed using a Cs-corrected STEM (FEI Titan
Cubed Themis G2 300) operated at 300 kV with convergence semi-angle of 10 mrad. The microscope
was equipped with a DCOR+ spherical aberration corrector for the electron probe which was aligned
before experiments using a standard gold sample. The following aberration coe cients were measured
as: A1=1.41 nm; A2= 11.5 nm; B2=22.2 nm; C3=2.05 µm; A3=525 nm; S3=177 nm; A4=8.81 µm, D4=2.39
µm, B4=13.2 µm, C5=-3.95mm, A5=295 µm, S5=111µm, and R5=102 µm assuring a 60 pm resolution
under normal circumstances. The beam current employed for the iDPC-STEM is lower than 0.1 pA. The
collection angle of the iDPC-STEM is 4-20 mrad. The iDPC-STEM is a direct phase imaging mode, which
is linear in the phase shift of transmission function and the projected electrostatic potential in a thin
sample. Thus, we used the mapping of the projected electrostatic potential as the simulated images,
which was simulated by the QSTEM software based on the multislice method. The parameters for
simulations, such as the convergence angle, collection angle and resulting resolution, were selected to be
as same as those in our imaging experiments.
The rst-principles-based calculations
All the periodic rst-principles-based calculations are based on density functional theory (DFT) and were
carried out by using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional within the
generalized gradient approach (GGA) as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)32,33. The projected augmented wave (PAW) formalism are used to consider the effect of the core
and valence electrons in the valence density34, the valence electrons were described by plane wave basis
sets with a cut-off energy of 400 eV. Gamma points were used for Brillouin zone integration. The vdW
dispersion interaction between the PX molecule and the zeolite was considered using the DFT-D3
scheme35,36. The energy and force convergence criteria were 1.0×10−5 eV and 0.03 eV·Å−1 in all
calculations. The single unit cell (a = 20.022, b = 19.899 and c = 13.383 Å) containing 96 Si atoms and
192 O atoms was used to represent the MFI-type lattice.
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Then, the channel geometry was optimized based on the imaging results. The projected distances
between the opposite Si atoms in four channels in Fig. 3 are summarized in Table S1. We modi ed the
projected distances between opposite Si atoms to match those measured in the imaging results, and then
xed them during the further optimization. After that, the adjusted MFI unit cell was fully optimized, and
all atoms except the xed Si atoms were relaxed until the forces are smaller than 0.03 eV·Å−1. To optimize
the con guration of PX molecule in the channel, we put a PX molecule at the intersection of two types of
channels (straight and sinusoidal channels). Then, the orientation of con ned PX and the geometry of
MFI framework were fully optimized with all atoms except the xed Si atoms were relaxed until the forces
are smaller than 0.03 eV·Å−1. Simultaneously, the energy of optimized MFI framework with con ned PX
molecule (the most probable con guration) was calculated. After that, other sub-optimized PX
orientations within four optimized channels are obtained by rotating the PX molecule along the b-axis of
MFI-type framework. And, the MFI-type frameworks with different sub-optimized PX orientations were
respectively used to perform single point energy calculation.
Data availability
All the data are available in the online version of the paper. The data that support the ndings of this
study are available from the corresponding authors on reasonable request.
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Figure 1
Quasi-2D ZSM-5 frameworks for single-molecule vdW compass. a, The reconstruction of a traditional
Chinese compass. b, Making a single-molecule vdW compass by lling ZSM-5 channels with PX
molecules. c, The projected structure of the single-molecule vdW compass with a PX pointer in a
numbered Si10/O10-ring. d, The ADF-STEM image showing the shape of a short-b-axis ZSM-5 crystal.
The straight channels can be imaged from this [010] projection. e,f, The ADF-STEM image (e) and the
corresponding pro le analysis (f) of an etched ZSM-5 crystal with an obvious quasi-2D thin area from the
[010] projection. g,h, The ADF-STEM image (g) and the corresponding pro le analysis (h) of an etched
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ZSM-5 crystal from the lateral view (the [100] projection) indicating the 2~3-nm thickness of the thinnest
areas. i, The magni ed ADF-STEM image of this etched ZSM-5 crystal showing the lateral lattice of quasi2D ZSM-5 area where the sinusoidal channels can be clearly imaged. j, The atomic iDPC-STEM image
and the structural model (inset) of the empty ZSM-5 framework from the [010] projection.

Figure 2
Imaging the oriented PX molecules in ZSM-5 straight channels. a,b, The ADF-STEM image (a) and the
corresponding pro le analysis (b) of a etched ZSM-5 crystal after the PX- lling. c,d, The iDPC-STEM
image (c) and the corresponding pro le analysis (d) of a thick area in ZSM-5 crystal. In these pro les, the
red line is the normalized intensity pro le of the thick PX- lling ZSM-5 as marked in c, while the black
dash line is that of the empty ZSM-5. e,f, The iDPC-STEM image (e) and the pro le analysis (f) of a thin
area (about single-unit-cell thickness) in ZSM-5 crystal. In these pro les, the red line is the normalized
intensity pro le of the thin PX- lling ZSM-5 as marked in e, while the black and blue dash lines are those
of the empty ZSM-5 and the simulated result with only single PX molecule respectively. g, The
comparison between the magni ed iDPC-STEM image (top), the structural model (middle) and the
simulated projected electrostatic potentials (bottom) of the 2D ZSM-5 with single PX molecule in each
straight channel.
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Figure 3
Identifying the varied orientations of PX pointers. a, The magni ed iDPC-STEM image of an empty
straight channel. b, The magni ed iDPC-STEM image of a PX- lling straight channel. The red arrow
indicates the PX orientation pointing to the atom O-2. c, The optimized channel geometry and the inside
PX con guration calculated according to the measured Si atom positions in b. d-f, The magni ed iDPCSTEM images with other three PX orientations marked by the red arrows. g, The calculated energy
differences of PX pointers at different orientations in the channel models optimized according to the
structures in b, d, e, f respectively.
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Figure 4
The time-variant orientation of PX pointer dependent on the changing channel geometry. a-f, The
magni ed iDPC-STEM images of a same PX- lling channel continuously captured from the same area.
The red arrows show the time-variant orientation of PX pointer in this channel. g, The synchronous
changes of PX orientation and channel geometry in different images. The red data points show the PX
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orientations changing with time, while the blue data points show the corresponding Si-1/Si-6 distances in
these images measured by the pro le analysis.
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